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MEASURING BALLET BARRE WARP TOLERANCE INSTRUCTIONS 
 

Perfect straightness is difficult to obtain in a natural product like wood. 
 
 

 
 
 

1. Sight down uninstalled barre to determine apex of the warp. 
 

2. Center the 4’ level on the apex and secure the level to the barre (using tape, tie, etc.) as shown in the 
diagram, then lay barre with straight edge on the floor. 
 

3. Attempt to slide the 3/16” drill bit into the gap. 
 

4. If the drill bit slides freely and completely through the gap, then the barre is beyond our warp tolerance. 
Take a close-up photo of the full 4’ area and a photo of the entire barre with the straight edge (like diagram 
above). Immediately call Alvas for return instructions. 

SPECIFICATION DISCLAIMER 

Alvas Barres Floors Mirrors (“Alvas”) encourages customers to have all Alvas products professionally installed and maintained by an experienced and 
licensed contractor. Alvas provides product specifications for clients’ information and convenience only. Alvas cannot and does not make any 
representations, warranties or guarantees with respect to the specifications of Alvas products or the accuracy thereof.  

If you believe that a particular product does not meet the specifications provided or are unsure, please contact Alvas immediately. Failure to do so may 
adversely affect your rights under Alvas’ claims and return policies.  

Improper installation, care or maintenance of any barre, floor, mirror, or other Alvas product may invalidate the product’s warranty or guarantee, if any. 
Alvas reserves the right to deny customer claims made pursuant to any such warranty or guarantee if Alvas determines the damage or defect to the 
product is the result of improper installation, care, maintenance or use of the product. 
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